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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS FOR THE NONDESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION (NDI)
TECHNICIAN PROFICIENCY MEASUREMENT PROGRAM
The Air Force Nondestructive Inspection (NDI) Program is
designed to detect damages to aircraft parts and assemblies
before they can lead to catastrophic results. The damage assess-
ments arc based on quantitative measurements obtained by using
several different NDI techniques such as the ultrasonic, eddy-
current and the penetrant techniques. All of these techniques
require an Air Force technician to read and correctly interpret
an associated instrument reading. A recent study [1] has
indicated that the reliability of the NDI program falls short of
the Air Force requirements because of the high degree of
variability in the technician performances. The study recom-
mended a periodic testing of the technicians to evaluate their
proficiency, leading to corrective action (retrain) where neces-
sary. These findings and recommendations led to the creation of
the Technician Proficiency Measurement Program. The Technician
Proficiency Measurement Program consists of administering
practical tests involving nondestructive inspection of fabricated
flawed aircraft structures, called test racks. Each test rack is
made up of several specimen plates with simulated fatigue cracks
of various sizes, at randomly selected fastener sites. A techni-
cian participating in the program is required to perform a non-
destructive inspection using a specified NDI technique to detect
the flawed sites and mark his findings on a scoring sheet
designed for the purpose. These scoring sheets are to be used to
construct a proficiency measure for each of the technicians.
This measure is to be the basis for the ranking/grading of the

t 'clinicians.
The Lockheed-Georgia company designed and fabricated the
test racks. A total of twelve racks, six to be ilsed with the
ultrasonic technique and the other six for the eddy-current
technique have been manufactured. Each rack has a total of 148
fastener sites of which approximately 30 are flawed with the flaw
sizes ranging between .03" and .28". Details of the test rack
configuration are available in [2j.
The proficiency measurement test was administered at 17 Air
Force bases distributed over 6 Air Force commands. A total of
126 technicians using the ultrasonic technique and 134 techni-
cians using the eddy-current technique participated in the test
program. The initial summarization of the scoring sheets consis-
ted of determining four aggregate quantities - total number of
flawed sites detected, total number of flawed sites missed, the
number of false calls (unflawed sites marked as flawed) and the
number of unflawed sites correctly identified. The statistical
analysis proposed in the NDI Technician Proficiency Test Plan [2]
is to compute a well-known statistical quantity called the
contingency coefficient. The contingency coefficient multiplied
by 10, to be called the C-Score, is to serve as a measure of
technician proficiency. One of the drawbacks of this procedure
is that it gives equal weights to all the flaws regardless of the
flaw size. In other words, a technician who is able to detect
small flaws well gets the same amount of credit as another who is
only able to detect larger sized flaws. Also, the contingency
coefficient method tends to assign an unduly heavy weight to the
number of false calls; the primary reason for this phenomenon is

that Lhe ratio of the number of unflawed sites to the number of
flawed sites is of the order of 4 to 1. We were, therefore,
tasked to develop an alternative proficiency ranking methodology
which incorporates the various crack lengths used in the program.
As a first step we computer-coded the original scoring
sheets and determined for each technician the number of finds
and misses for each of the four flaw size categories, and the
unflawed sites. To maintain anonymity we assigned numerical
codes to the 152 technicians and the .16 Air Force bases that
participated in the program. The results are presented in Appen-
dices IV and V. It should be pointed out that there were some
minor differences in the number of finds, misses and false calls
between the Lockheed summarization and our computerized results. We
used our counts in all the computations of this report.
Our approach to the development of an alternative ranking
methodology is to define a scoring system that assigns relatively
higher weights to smaller sized flaw detections and appropriately
penalizes excessive false calls. The flaw sizes used in the
program have been grouped into four categories that we label
small (.03" - .05"), medium (.08" - .11"), large (.15" - .18")
and X-Large (.23" - .28"). Assuming that the Air Force techni-
cians participating in the test program constitute a random
sample, the first step is to estimate the probability that a
technician would correctly identify a small, medium, large and an
X-Large flawed site, as well as the probability that an unflawed
site is identified as such. Based on the results for the 126
ultrasonic and 134 eddy-current technicians, the estimated proba-
bilities are .315, .499, .637, .735 and .687 for the ultrasonic

and .540, .752, .897, .097 nnd .8 5 2 Eor the eddy- current, techni-
que. As is to be expected the detection probabilities increase
with flaw size. The set of weights, say W j , W 2 * W 3 , W 4 , W 5 to be
used in computing a technician's score is obtained by taking the
reciprocals of the probabilities, normalized to add to unity by
dividing by the sum of the reciprocals. For example, the weight
W^ associated with small flaw detections using the ultrasonic
technique is W
x
= (1/.315) *[(1/.315) + (1/.499) + (1/.637) +
(1/.7 3 5) + (1/.687)] = .3 32; similarly W-2 = .210, W 3 = .164,
W4 = .142 and W5 = .152* The corresponding weights for the eddy-
current technique are .281, .202, .159, .169 and .178. An
individual technician's "probability score", denoted P- score, is
now computable by implementing the following steps:
STEP 1: Compute p-j_, p 2 * P3? P4 the technicians observed
proportion of small, medium, large and X-Large flaw detections
and P5 the proportion of unflawed sites correctly identified.
STEP 2: Compute p 1 W 1 + P2 W 2 + P3 W 3 + P<3 W 4 and P5 W 5«
STEP 3: Compute Q the ratio of the total number of fastener
sites that are marked as flawed regardless of whether these sites
are actually flawed or not, to the total number of inspection
sites. Q is a measure of the probability that a technician will
correctly detect a flaw purely by chance. In the extreme case
when all sites are marked as flawed Q is 1 and the probability is
1 that all flawed sites are correctly identified. Q will be
close to 1 and only if there is an excessive number of false
calls.

STEP 4: Compute the technician's unadjusted probability
score U = (1-Q) (p 1 W 1 + P2 W 2 + P3 W 3 + P/3 w /j) + QP5W5. Note that
in this computation each of the flaw detection proportions pi,
P2» P3' P4 gets multiplied by (1-Q) which will have the effect of
reducing the impact of the detection rates on the probability
score, when Q is high and vice versa. Also, when Q is high, p^
the proportion of correctly identified unflawed sites will be low
and hence the total raw score will tend to be low. This approach
to adjusting the score by correcting for flaws caught purely by
chance is very similar to the one proposed by Sharp and Sproat
[3],
STEP 5: Divide U by (Wj + W 2 + W3 + W 4 ) + Q(W 5 - Wj_ - W 2 - W3
W4) to obtain the adjusted probability score. This last step
ensures that the maximum value of the score is unity.
The probability score described above has the following
properties:
1) A technician with a comparably higher proportion of
smaller sized flaw detections will receive a higher score.
2) A technician with a comparably higher number of false
calls will receive a lower score.
3) The score will be equal to I if and only if all flaws
are detected and there are no false calls.
4) The score will be zero if and only if either all un-
flawed sites are marked as flawed or none of the sites are marked
as flawed.
5) The score can be computed for an individual technician
or for all of the technicians at a base/command as a group.

The procedure for computing the P-score has been programmed
on a Texas Instrument TI-59 Calculator and magnetic cards have
been provided to the sponsor. The program listing is in Appendix
III.
The P- Score Method assigns more importance to detection of
flaws, especially the smaller sized flaws and does not assess as
severe a penalty for false calls as the contingency coefficient
or C- Score Method does. If it is of interest to penalize false
calls more heavily we propose a modification of the P-score for a
technician by multiplication with a factor that is indicative of
the relative position of the technician's false calls in the
distribution of false calls for all of the technicians. If the
false calls for a technician is at the high end of the distribu-
tion his multiplication factor will be small, and the factor will
be large when the number of false calls is small. The maximum
value of the multiplication factor is 1 when a technician's false
calls is the least among all the technicians. The computational
formula for the multiplication factor is the following. Let FT
be the number of false calls for technician T. Then, the multi-
plication factor for the technician, say M T is
M.p = No. of Technicians With False Calls At Least As High As FT
Total Number of Technicians
We have constructed two tables, Tables 11 and 12, one for each of
the NDI techniques, of the factor values corresponding to all
possible values for the number of false calls. All that needs to
be done to compute the modified probability score (MP-Score) for
a technician T is:

Stop 1: Compute the P score for the technician. *
Step 2: Look up the multiplication factor M T corresponding to
his number of false calls FT from Table 1 or Table 2.
Step 3: Compute MP-Score = MT x P-Score.
A second task of our project is to devise a scheme for
defining proficiency classes such as poor, fair, good, excellent,
etc., for technicians. We propose the use of the quantiles of
the distribution of probability scores or the modified
probability scores for all the technicians (126 for the ultra-
sonic and 134 for the eddy-current) participating in the program.
Specifically, a technician with a score below the 25th quantile
will receive a D-grade (poor or extremely limited), a C (fair or
partially proficient) if the score is between the 25th and 50th
quantiles, a B (good or competent) for a score between the 50th
and 75th quantiles, and an A (excellent or highly proficient) if
the score exceeds the 75th quantile. This grading scheme can be
applied to the contingency scores also. The 25th, 50th and 75th
quantiles (Q25,Q50,Q75) of the distributions of probability
scores, modified probability scores and the contingency scores













Q25 .373 0<score< . 373 I)





























Quantiles Of The Distribution of Modified Probability Scores
Ultrasonic Method





















Quantile Of The Distribution Of Modified Probability Scores
Eddy-Current Method v
Prof iciency Proficiency
Quantile Value Grade Limits Grade
Q25 .157 0<score^ . 157 D
Q50 .385 . 167<score^ . 385 c
Q75 .595 .386<score^.595 B
score) . 595 A
Table 5
























Quantities Of The Distribution of Contingency Scores
Eddy-Current Method







Q25 4.29 n<scorex<4 . 29 D
Q50 6.48 4.29<score^6.48 C




Histograms of the scores using the three different scoring
methods are in Figures 1-6.
An approach similar to the one used to determine proficiency
grades may be adopted to determine if a technician's "false
calls" are in the acceptable, marginal or unacceptable range. We
propose the use of the 50th and 75th quantiles of the distribu-
tion of false calls to set the range limits as shown in Table 7
below. If these limits are too severe, the 75th and 90th quan-




False Calls (FC) Acceptance Limits
Acceptable Marginal Unacceptable









The results of our computations of the probability scores,
the modified probability scores, the associated linear ranking of
the technicians within an AF base and the proficiency grades are
presented .in Tables 13-43. We have included in these tables the
corresponding data for the contingency coefficient method for
comparative purposes. Note that these contingency scores do not
agree, in some cases, with the scores computed by the Lockheed
Georgia Company because of the differences in the summarized
values. We also include in this report some additional analyses
we performed with the data from the original scoring sheets.
Table 8 contains the statistics of the false call distributions.
Detection probabilities together with 90% confidence intervals
for the four flaw size categories are in Table 9. Table 10 is
similar to Table 11 except that the probabilities and confidence
intervals apply to each individual flaw size. A breakdown of
detection probabilities for each of the AF commands is in
Appendix I and Appendix II contains a hole by hole analysis




[1] "Reliability of: Nondestructive Inspections -"Final Report",
Report No. SA-ALC/MNE 76-6-38-1, Dec. 1978.
[2] "Test Plan - NDI Technical Proficiency", November 1980.
[3] "Treatment of False Calls in Evaluating Nondestructive










X + S 60.4
X + 2S 83.9




















90% Confidence Intervals for Probability of Flaw
Detection by Flaw Size Categories
ULTRASONIC EDDY--CURRENT
Flaw Size Detection Lower Upper Detection Lower
Category Probability Bound Bound Probabili ty Bound
Small . 315 .281 . 349 .540 .518
Medium .499 .477 .521 .752 .733
Large .637 .615 .659 .897 . 879
X-Large . 735 . 706 .764 . 897 . 875
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TABLE 11
TABLE OF MULTIPLICAT JQM FACTCRS
FOR COMPLTING MOCIFIEC PROBABILITY
SCORES FROM ThE PRG8AEILI7Y SCORES















































































































































TABLE OF MULTIPLICATION FACTCRS
FCR COMPUTING MOCIFIEC PRC6AB1LITY
SCORES FROM THE PKC8AEILITY SCORES























































































































































The tables following this page contain the technician
scores, their linear ranking and their proficiency
grades. The nomenclature used in these tables is:
P-Score = Probability Score
MP-Score = Modified Probability Score
C-Score = Contingency Coefficient Score
S = Score
R = Linear Ranking of a Technician Within the Base









CODE c R G
T112 C.673 2 A
T026 C.651 3 A
T018 C.527 6 a
T041 C.526 7 3
T087 C.5€5 4 B
T10 8 C.429 9 C
T10 9 C.765 X A
T021 C.42C 10 C
T098 C.550 5 3
T049 C.350 11
















S R G CALLS
8.71 1 A 1
8.27 2 A 2
7.81 3 A 2
6.66 4 A 8
5.89 5 A 17
5.7 2 6 A 6
5.o4 7 A 24
5.3 5 8 A £
4.84 9 A 15
3.87 10 A 1C
3.54 11 A 24
28
TABLE 14




CODE c R G
T134 C.6S6 4 A
T144 C.6 64 5 A
T133 C.452 16 C
T043 C.838 i A
T038 C.422 18 c
T031 C.7C7 2 A
T011 C.634 7 A
T061 C.373 20
TO 10 C.6C2 10 A
T121 C.629 6 A
T09C C.472 15 C
T020 C.633 8 A
Til 7 C.7C2 3 A
T046 C.578 11 3
T13 5 C.624 9 A
T093 C.532 12 3
T142 C.313 23 D
T145 C.333 21
T122 0.447 17 C
T15 2 C.5C9 13 a
T029 C.421 19 c
T148 C.326 22




























S R G CALLS
7.6 3 1 A o
7.0 8 2 A 10
6.65 3 A 4
6.17 4 A 19
5.92 3 A 5
5.40 o A 19
5.0 7 8 A 11
5.10 7 A 5
4.71 9 A 23
4.56 10 A 30
4.43 11 A IZ
4.3 9 12 A 21
4.21 13 A 31
2.34 15 45
3.06 14 3 lc
Z.Z3 18 3 39
2. 71 16 3 16
2.34 17 8 2Z
2.15 19 C 30
1.87 20 c 30
0.00 21 7o
0.00 21 J 40
0.00 21 3 1C5
29
TABLE 15




COOE 5 R G
T105 C.5£4 7 B
T103 C.551 8 B
T149 C.467 10 B
T03 9 C.392 11 C
T022 C.723 3 A
T120 C.629 5 A
T015 C.771 2 A
T009 C.527 9 B
T09 5 C.392 11 C
T050 C.242 13
TO 5 8 C.7C9 4 A
T057 C.626 6 A















0. Ill 12 D
A.F. BASE: B3
C SCORE FALSE
S R G CALLS
3.14 4 B 41
2.31 9 B 45
2.84 5 B 2C
2.51 8 B 26
4.00 1 A 4C
3.33 3 B 32
2.24 11 B 46
3.81 2 A 24
2.61 7 B 25
0.00 13 27
2.70 6 B 47
1.51 12 C 69
2.26 10 B 66
30
TABLE 16
NDI TECHNICIAfv PRCFICIENCV SCORES
NOI TEOMCLE: ULTRASONIC
A.F. COMMAND: ATC A .F.BASE: B4
TECh P SCORE M. P SCORE C SCORE FALSE
CODE SRG SRG SRG CALLS
T0i9 C.373 2 D 0.337 1 3.73 1 A 9
T03C C.4C6 1 C 0.335 2 3.52 2 B 19
31
TABLE 17
NDI TECHNICIAN PRCFICIENCY SCORES
NDI TEChMCtE: ULTRASONIC
A.F.COIWAND: ATC A. F.BASE
TECH P SCORE M. P !5CCRE C SCORE FALSE
COOE S R G S R G S R G CALLS
T052 C.508 4 B 0.371 1 D 2.63 1 B 22
TO 7 8 C.232 7 D C.28C 2 D 2.47 3 B 18
T130 C.575 2 B 0.132 4 D 2.49 2 B 50
T114 C.51* 3 B 0.078 6 D 1.75 4 C 61
T11C C.66I i A 0.136 - D 1.62 5 C 51
T045 C.262 6 D 0.095 5 D 0.49 6 c 48




NDI TECHNICIAN PRCFICIENCY SCORES
NDI TEChMCLE: ULTRASONIC
A.F. COMMAND: ATC A. F • BaS t: B6
TECh P .SCORE M.P .SCORE C .SCORE FALSE
CODE S R G S R G s R G CALLS
T081 C.472 4 C 0.375 1 C 3.13 1 B 20
T107 C.749 i A 0.226 I 3.Oh 2 B 46
T04 7 C.251 5 D 0.266 2 2.44 3 3 21
T146 C.525 2 8 0.133 s D 1.49 4 C 49
T141 C.505 3 3 0.088 6 D 0.94 5 C 57
T036 C.342 6 D 0.152 A 0.00 6 D 35
T023 C.337 7 D 0.086 7 0.00 o 49
33
TABLE 19
NOI 7ECHNICIAI\ PRCFICIENCY SCORES
NDI TEOMCLE: ULTRASONIC
A.F.COM*/!ND: MAC A.F .BAS E: B7
TECH P SCORE *.P SCORE C SCORE FALSE
CODE c R G S R G S R G CALLS
T092 C.4S4 4 8 0.4C8 1 C 3.52 1 B 19
T074 C.769 1 A 0,262 3 2.92 2 B 44
Till C.428 6 C 0.271 2 D 2.14 3 C 27
T051 C.512 2 3 0.191 5 D 0.99 4 c 41
TO 17 C.2SQ 7 C 0.120 9 0.50 6 c 44
T091 C.454 5 c 0.2C2 4 D 0.89 5 c 35
T064 C.276 9 D 0.128 8 D 0.00 9 32
T132 C.5C7 3 B 0.C69 10 D 0.14 7 57
T085 C.2S2 8 D 0.153 7 D 0.04 8 31
T106 C.249 10 D 0.160 6 0.00 9 26
34
TABLE 20
NDI TECHNICIANS PRCFICIENCY SCCRES
NOI TECFMCLE: ULTRASONIC
A.F.COMNAND: MAC
TECh P SCO RE
CODE c R G
T06 5 C.621 3 A
T12 5 C.514 9 B
T09 9 C.726 1 A
T097 C.5E9 6 B
TO 14 C.675 *5 A
T086 C.617 4 A
T088 C.533 8 8
T089 C.5«l 5 A
T02 5 C.421 12 C
T035 C.367 13 c
T04Q C.511 10 B
T076 C.570 7 6
T082 C.4*7 11 C


















C sec RE FALSE
s R G CALLS
4.3C i A 20
2.29 2 B 49
2.20 3 8 67
1.82 4 C 'to
1.47 5 c 74
1.3<t 6 c 7o
1.24 7 c 97
1. i.1 3 c 54
0.84 9 c 43
0.83 10 c 47
0.37 11 G 94
O.GO 12 G 73
0.00 12 G 98
0.00 12 G 111
35
TABLE 21
NDI TECHNICIA/s PRCFICIENCY SCORES
NOI TEChMCLE: ULTRASGN1C
A.F.COMfANO: SAC A.F. BASE : B9
TECH P SCORE /*. P .SCORE C SCORE FALSE
CODE S R G S R G S R G CALLS
TOOl C.351 4 0.226 4 D 1.94 2 C 2b
T044 C.37<= 3 C 0.262 2 D 1.84 3 C 24
T056 C.421 1 C 0.296 1 2.23 1 a Z3
T104 C.306 5 D 0.203 B D 1.75 4 c 25
T066 C.36C 2 C 0.235 3 1.56 5 c 27
36
TABLE 22
NDI TECHNICIAN PRCFIC1ENCY SCCRES
NOI TECJ-MCLE: ULTRASONIC
A.F. COMMAND: SAC A. F. BASE: BIO
K.P SCCRE C SCORE FALSESPG S R G CALLS
Q.24C 2 D 2.44 1 B 33
0.072 3 0.00 3 54
0.294 1 D 1.66 2 C lb
TECF P SCORE
CODE S R G
T007 C.512 1 8
T024 C.397 2 C
TO 5 5 C.24S 3 D
37
TABLE 2 3
NDI TECriNICIAfv PRCFICIENCY SCORES
NDI TECHMCLE: ULTRASGNIC
A.F.COMI*AND: SAC A. F. BASE: £11
TECH P SCORE M.P SCCRE C SCORE FALSE
CODE SR G SRGSRG CALLS
T002 C.43S 1 C C.06S 1 D 1 5S
38
TABLE 2 4
NDI 7ECHNICIAIS PRCFICIENCY SCCRES
NOI TEChMCLE: ULTRASGNIC
A.F. COMMAND: SAC A. F. BASE: 612
TECH P SCORE h.p :SCORE C SCORE FALSE
CODE S R G s R G S R G CALLS
T006 C.677 1 A 0.156 I D 2.76 2 B 50
T067 C.C89 6 0.08C = 0.35 4 9
T077 C.52C 3 B 0.120 - D 0.62 3 c 50
T102 C.25* 5 0.090 H D 0.00 5 43
T03 7 C.572 2 B 0.027 t D 0.00 5 c 36
T053 C.51C 4 B 0.405 i C 3.69 i A 20
39
TABLE 2 5
NDI TECHNICIAN PRCFICIENCY SCORES
NDI TECFMCIE: ULTRASONIC
a.f.commno: sac A.F.BASE: B13
TECH P SCORE f.P SCORE C SCORE FALSE
CODE S R G S ft G S R G CALLS
T042 C.611 1 A 0.378 1 C 4.31 1 A 27
TO 72 C.586 2 a 0.247 2 D 3.03 2 5 39
T060 C.485 3 c 0.227 2 D 2.1 7 3 6 33
T034 C.399 5 c 0.195 k D 1.13 4 C 32
T122 C.44S 4 c 0.167 I 0.99 5 C 41
40
TABLE 26
NDI TECHNICIAN PRCFICIENCY SCCRES
NOI TEOMCIE: ULTRASONIC
A. F. COMMAND: TAC A.F.6ASE: 814
TECh p :SCORE M.P !iCCRE c .SCORE FALSE
CODE s R G S R G s R G CALLS
T084 C.479 3 C 0.224 "^ 2.17 1 B 33
T14 7 C.622 1 A 0.074 6 D 1.16 2 C 70
T142 C.529 2 8 0.227 2 D 0.74 3 C 37
T151 C.402 6 C 0.236 1 D C.50 4 C 29
T03 2 C.42C 5 c 0.08C R-• 0.21 5 52
T15C C.475 4 c 0.041 £ 0.00 6 D 75
T008 C.16S 8 D 0.069 7 0.00 o 39
T094 C.234 7 0.138 4 0.00 6 D 29
41
TABLE 2 7
NDI TECHNICIAN PRCFICIENCY SCORES
NOI TECJ-MCIE: ULTRASONIC
A.F.COM*AND: TAC A.F .BASE: B15
TECH P SCORE t*. P SCORE C !SCORE FALSE
CODE S R G S R G S R G CALLS
T096 C.667 1 A 0.651 1 A 7.36 1 A 3
T048 C.45€ 3 C 0.362 2 D 3.96 2 A 20
T127 C.321 5 D 0.163 4 D 1.22 3 C 31
T071 C.147 6 D 0.063 t D 0.00 5 D 30
T13 6 C.5il 2 B 0.146 5 D 0.29 4 D 47
TO 5 C .234 4 0.1S6 2 D 0.00 5 D 29
42
TABLE 2 8
NDI TECHNICIAN PRCFICIENCY SCORES
NOI TECI-MCLE: ULTRASONIC
A.F.COMFANlD:TAC A. F. BASE: 6 16
TECF P SCORE P.P SCGRE C SCORE FALSE
CODE S R G S S G S R G CALLS
T131 C.29S 2 D 0.287 I D 4.51 1 A 5
T062 C.251 4 D Q.19S 2 0.32 2 20
T082 C.332 1 D 0.069 5 0.00 3 51
T139 C.28C 3 0.111 « D 0.00 3 40





iNDI TECHNICIAN PROFICIENCY SCuRES
NO I TECHNIQUE: EuDY-CURRENT
a.f.cowj-anc: ALC
TECH P SCORE
CODE c R G
TIQ9 C.9C1 2 A
T140 C.7fc2 3 6
T004 C.761 5 C
T073 c.7a 4 8
TlOi C.6C5 8 J
712 8 C.9C6 I A
T033 C.716 7 C




Til 5 C.5 83 9 D
T054 C.455 12 D
T129 C.571 10 J
T012 C.366 14 D
T112 C.55C 11 8
















0. C12 14 J
0.CQ4 15 D
A,,F • a ASe : SI
C SCORE FALSE
S R G CALLS
8.59 i A 4
7.6 6 2 A 3
7.43 3 b 3
g.62 4 3 9
6. C 5 C 4
5.56 6 C 21
5.48 7 13
1.83 11 :?
2.75 a u 55
2.3 8 9 J 22.
2.11 10 23
1. 62 12 D 36
0.00 14 D 50
1.07 i3 D 54
0.00 14 J 110
45
TABLE 30
NOI TECHNICIAN PROFICIENCY SCOPES
NO I TECHNIQUE: EDDY-CURRENT
A.F.CQM>AND: ALC
TECh P SCORE
CODE c R G
T01O 0.6*1 20 C
T013 C.461 24 D
T020 C.727 17 C
T029 C.717 18 c
T122 C.649 21 c
T144 C.637 22 c
T14 8 C.922 4 A
T090 C.869 6 A
TlOO C.826 12 8
T13 5 C.923 3 A
T046 C.347 10 3
T03 8 C.771 15 B
TO 11 c.aa a A
T152 C.760 16 C
T142 C.940 1 A
T133 C.940 1 A
T061 Co 93 19 c
T145 C.762 14 8
T134 C.627 22 C
TO 5 9 C.814 13 3
T043 C.9C1 5 A
Til 7 C.369 6 A
T121 C.857 9 3





























S R r CALLS
6. 5 17 8 4
3.60 24 D 15
4.9 6 23 C 17
5.92 20 C 1C
6.5 17 B 4
7.2 3 13 8 C
5,62 21 C 26
8.5o 3 A 3
8.54 4 A 2
6.47 5 A 6
8.34 6 A a
6.33 7 A C
7.38 12 6 10
7.46 11 3 4
7.5 7 9 A 12
7.57 9 A 12
6.99 15 o 4
6.57 16 8 9
7.19 14 B 1
7.92 8 A 4
6.5 9 2 A 4
8.75 1 A 2
5.80 22 C 22
6.10 19 C 16
46
table 31
NOI TECHNICIAN fRGFlCIENCY SCuRES
NDI TEOMGLE: EDDY-CURRENT
A. F. COMMAND: ANG
TECH P SCORE
CODE c R G
T103 C.869 3 A
T009 C.7t4 9 C
T10 5 C.847 5 B
Til 6 C.836 6 6
T039 C.6«2 11 C
T120 C.770 3 B
T06 8 C.591 14
TO 7 5 C.518 16 3
T022 C.936 1 A
TO 5 a C.953 2 A
TO 5 7 C.737 10 C
TO 8 C.8 54 4 3
TO 2 7 C.564 15 D
TO 15 C.417 17 D
TO 9 5 C.6CQ 7
T145 C.6 12 15 D






















3 R 3 CALLS
8.5 6 1 A a—
-
6.48 10 a 15
8.34 z A a->
7.96 J A c
7.90 4 A C
7.3 5 5 A 5
7.25 6 3 C
4.cl 13 C 1C
o.95 7 D i7
6.7 2 9 3 IS
6. 74 3 B c
5.51 li C 26
5. 16 14 D 21
2.32 15 3 21
4.72 12 C 2S
2.31 16 3 36
1.76 17 3 54
47
TABLE 32
NO I TECHNICIAN PROFICIENCY SCORES
NDI TECI-MQLE: EDDY-CURRENT
A. F. COMMAND: ATC A. F. BASE: 8*
TECh P SCORE *.P SCORE C SCORE FALSE
CODE S R G S R G S R G CALLS
T030 C.913 1 A 0.797 1 B 8.9 7 1 A 2
T019 C.613 4 D 0.25o 2 D 4.29 4 C 16
T138 C.736 2 C 0.187 k D 4.69 3 c 24
T12 6 C.672 3 C 0.241 3 D 4.72 2 c 19
T124 C.521 5 D 0.152 5 D 2.50 5 D 22
48
TABLE 3 3
NOI TECHNICIAN PROFICIENCY SCORES
NO I TEOMCLE: EDDY-CURRENT
A. F. COMMAND : ATC A.F. BASE: 65
TECH p :SCORE m.p :JCGRE C SCORE FAa.SE
COOE s R o s R G 3 R o CALLS
T052 C.9o7 i A 0.902 1 A 9.59 i A i
TO 7 8 C.62 7 <t B 0.827 2 6 8.55 2 A Q
T11C C.901 2 A 0.544 3 D 7.69 3 A 8
T13C C.478 3 0.28S 1 D 4.38 7 C 3
Til 4 C.656 3 A 0.558 ^ 7.61 4 A 7
T137 C.612 5 8 0.358 6 5.97 c c 15
T045 C.794 o 3 0.527 5 7.08 5 6
T07C C.765 7 8 0.063 6 3.11 o 4o
49
TABLE 34
NOI TECHNICIAN PROFICIENCY SCORES
A.F.COMJ-AND: ATC A,,F. BASE: Bo
TECF P SCORE M. P .5CGRE c SCORE FALSE
COOE S R G S a G s R G CALLS
T047 C.76C 2 C 0.705 i C 7.88 1 A 1
T146 C.S1C 1 A 0.496 2 7.62 2 A 10
T022 C.73€ 3 C 0.490 ^ D 6.84 3 3 6
T10 7 C.*17 6 C 0.152 c 2.29 5 D 25
T03b C.584 7 D 0.210 4 3.3 9 4 D 19
T141 C.714 4 C 0.075 6 2.92 6 45
T081 C.655 5 c 0.034 7 1.15 7 59
50
TABLE 35




CODE c R 3
T07t 0.859 1 A
T091 C.7S3 <* 3
Ti06 C.614 10 3
T092 C.638 9 C
Till C.716 7 c
T051 C.727 6 c
T064 C.7£C 5 2
T132 C.814 3 3
T017 C.844 2 j













A. F. BASE: B7
c SC 2Rt FALSE
s R CALLS
o.7 5 1 .-, I
7.50 2 b 5
7.23 3 6 C
6.96 4 B :
6.84 5 c
0. 66 c 1
6. 57 7 3 S
6. 51 11
to. 21 9 C 15
3.17 iO D 32
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TABLE 36
NOI TECHNICIAN FROF1CIENCY SCORES
NDI TEChMClt: EDDY-CURRENT
A. F. COMMAND: MAC A. F. B ASE: 58
TECH P SCORE *.P SCORE C SCORE FALSE
CODE 5 R G s R S S R G CALLS
T014 C.4£3 14 D 0.C72 14 1.32 14 35
T097 C.997 1 A 0.692 2 c 9.08 1 A c
T099 C.912 3 A 0.715 1 c 3.59 2 A 4
T125 C.880 5 A 0.610 4 c 8.19 3 A c
T076 C.760 10 C 0.646 3 c 7.66 4 A 3
T040 C.826 7 3 0.296 6 6.72 5 3 12
T025 C.559 12 D 0.476 5 5.97 6 C 2
T065 C.84C 6 B 0.276 9 D 5.87 7 C 20
T035 C.769 9 8 0.221 7 5.59 8 c It
TD86 C.7CQ 11 C 0.313 3 5.34 10 c 14
T032 C.9C2 4 A 0.C94 13 D 4.7 5 11 c 45
T088 C.943 2 A 0.113 12 5.36 9 c 4C
T028 c.aco 8 3 0.167 11 D 4.7 2 12 c 25
T089 C.521 13 0.198 10 2.94 13 16
52
TABLE 37
NDI TECHNICIAN PROFICIENCY SCORES
NO I TECHMGLE: EDDY-CURRENT
A.F.COKfAND: SAC A.F. BASE: 810
TECH P SCORE M.P SCCRE C SCORE FALSE
CODE S R G S R 3 S R G CALLS
T007 C.534 i A 0.732 1 8 6.31 1 A 4
T055 C.553 2 J 0.516 2 D 6.72 2 B i
TO 2 4 C.522 3 D 0.121 3 2.19 3 D 28
53
TABLE 38
NO! TECHNICIAN PROFICIENCY SCORES
NDI TECHNIQUE: EDDY-CURRENT
A.F. COMMAND: SAC
TECH P SCORE M. P SCORE
CODE S R G S R G
T06S C.772 i B 0.254 i D
T119 C.555 2 D 0.129 2
A.,F. BASE: Bil
C SCORE FALSE
S R G CALLS
5.37 1 C 20
2.46 2 D 28
54
TABLE 39
NDI TECHNICIAN PROFICIENCY SCORES
NOI TEOMULE: EDDY-CURRENT
A.F.COf^AND: SAC A ,F. 6ASE: 612
TECH P SCORE M.P SCCRE C SCORE FALSE
CODE S R G S R G 3 K VJ CALLS
T03 7 C.886 4 A 0.886 2 A 9.38 i A J
T067 C.902 3 A 0.902 i A 9.38 1 A
T102 £.932 2 A 0.584 3 C 8.31 3 A 7
TO 6 C.953 1 M 0.341 4 6.96 <t o 19
T052 C.88C 5 A 0.184 5 D 5.43 5 C 29
55
TABLE 40
NDI TECHNICIAN PROFICIENCY SCORES
NO I TECFMQLE: EODY-CURRENT
A. F. COPLAND: SAC A.F. BASE: 613
TECH P SCORE H.P i CCRE C SCORE FALSE
CODE S R G S R G s R G CALLS
T042 C.965 i A 0.64i 1 C 8.69 1 A 6
T034 C.792 5 B 0.431 2 6.66 2 B 10
T072 C.S07 4 B 0.386 i D 0.48 3 B 13
T060 C.83S 3 6 0.244 4 D 5.66 4 C 22
T123 C.875 2 A 0.091 K D 4.48 5 C 45
56
TABLE 41
NDI TECHNICIAN PROFICIENCY SCORES
NDI TEChMQLE: EDDY-CuRRENT
A.F.CJMNANQ: TAC A..F. BASE: 814
TECH p :SCORE M. P 5CCRE c SCORE FALSE
CODE s R G S R G o R G CALLS
T084 C.512 7 D 0.3C9 4 D 4.94 3 C o
T032 c.eci i B 0.335 2 5 .34 2 c lo
T143 C.70C 3 C 0.54c X 6.9 9 1 D 4
T094 C.517 o 3 0.312 3 4.3 d 4 c 8
T008 C.735 2 C 0.11C 6 D 3.43 5 3 35
T151 C.546 4 D J.lOti 5 3.06 6 ZZ
Tl<+7 C.543 5 D 0.016 a 0.00 7 7 +
T150 C.476 3 D C.Oic 7 0.00 7 65
57
TABLE 4 2
NOI TECHNICIAN PROFICIENCY SCORES
NDI TEChMQLE: EDDY-CURRENT
A.F.COMfAND: TAC A,F. BASE: 315
TECH P .SCORE M.P SCGRE C SCORE FALSE
CODE S R s R G s R G CALLS
T096 C.902 1 A 0.902 1 A 9.38 1 A
T048 C.826 3 8 0.771 2 B 8.33 2 A 1
T005 C.76C 4 C 0.595 k C 7.46 3 3 4
T0 7i C.692 5 C 0.647 S C 7.42 4 B 1
T127 C.€41 2 B 0.320 5 D 6.10 5 C 18
T136 c.sec 6 0.138 £ D 3.02 6 D 25
TABLE 4 3
MOI TECHNICIAN PROFICIENCY SCORES
A.F. COMMAND: TAC A.F. BASE: did
TECH P SCORE M.R !:CCRE C SCORE FALSE
CODE S R G S R G S R G CALLS
T082 C.781 1 & 0,396 i D 6.51 1 8 ii
T131 C.771 2 b 0.242 2 D 5.26 2 C 21
T13S C.615 3 C 0.028 c 1.08 2 oO
T06 2 C.457 4 D 0.055 k D J.io 5 D 40
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FILE: LABEL CATA Al NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHQCL
APPENDIX I
THE VISUAL SIZE OF EVERY CR/CK WAS NEASUREC UNDER a MICROSCOPE,
GIVING A TOTAL OF 19 CIFFERENT APPARENT SIZES. THESE *ERE THEN
MCFE CRUDELY CCLLAPSEC INTO FOUR GROUPS, LABELLED i EY LSi SfALL,
MECIUMt LARGE AND EXTRALARGE. The ATTAGrtEC TABLES GIVE COUNTS
BY CCMNANO AND FOR THE AIR FORCE IN TOTAL CF THE NU^BER OF
OFFCRTLNITIES (LABELLED CFP<) FOR EAGH CF THE APPARENT SllESt
AS WELL AS THE NUMBER CF HITS AND The PROPORTION OF HITS.
THESE ARE TOTALS OVER ALL TECHNICIANS AND CVER THE THREE CIFFER-
TYfES CF PLATES.
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FILE: AFOAT; CATA Al NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOGL
ECCY CURRENT BY COMMAND
CCMMANO 1 COMMAND 2 • COiKMANC I1
SIZE HITS OPPS PROP SIZE UTS OPPS PROP SIZE HITS OPPS PROP
.C2 73 156 • 46 8 • C3 4 9 .444 .03 6 9 .667
.C4 118 195 .605 .C4 60 119 .5C4 .04 72 133 .549
• C£ 10 39 .25 6 .C5 22 42 .524 .05 41 56 .707
• ce 53 60 .66 3 • cs 15 17 • 862 .08 26 60 •600
.C9 i25 j.56 .801 .C9 10 2 122 .636 • OS 64 60 • 800
.1C 12i i74 .69 5 .10 40 48 .833 .10 23 60 .550
• J] 23 39 .646 • 11 _C .11 11 20 .550
.15 .15 21 j ^j .636 .15 4i 48 .854
.16 123 137 .898 • 16 60 69 .870 .16 19 20 •950
.17 9i 97 .93 8 .17 C .17 49 52 .942
.16 .18 .18
•li • 19 G .19
• 22 .23 G .23
.24 37 39 .94 9 .24 14 17 .824 .24 a 8 1*00
.25 90 99 • 90 9 .25 21 24 .875 .25 8 8 1.00
• 26 18 18 1.00 • 26 8 IC .800 • 26 29 32 .906
• 2 1 .27 .27 11 12 .917
.26 .26 C • 28
• 2C .20 17 17 1.00 .30 16 20 .800
CCMMANO 4 CCMMAND 5 CGfMANC £ i
SIZE HITS OPPS PROP SIZE FITS CPFS PROP Silt HITS OPPS PROP
.C2 34 70 .486 • C3 7 15 .467 . 03 12 29 .414
• C4 89 170 .52 4 • C4 63 91 .692 • 04 66 1h2 .479
.C5 • C5 35 44 .795 .05 a 19 .421
.C£ 41 48 .854 .ce 48 6C .600 • 08 26 38 .664
.CS 65 96 .677 •cs 63 75 .840 .09 24 67 .507
. 1C 91 108 .643 .10 28 2C .933 . 10 74 104 .712
• 11 6 12 .50 .ii C . 11
.If 11 13 .84 6 .15 7 7 1.00 .15 19 19 1.00
• n 81 83 .976 .16 49 .925 .16 54 67 •806
• 17 4o 48 .95 8 .17 27 2G .900 .17 23 28 .821
.IE .16 G C • 18
.IS .19 C . 19 Q
• 2 i • 23 G .22
.24 .24 3i 28 .816 .24 25 29 .862
.25 57 60 .95 .25 7 7 1.00 .25 7 iO .700
• 26 26 36 LOG .26 13 15 • 8o7 .26 28 37 .757
• 27 .27 C .27
.26 .26 C .28 J
.iC •30 .20 J
70
AFCAT/ CATA Al NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
FOR ThE AIR FORCE IN TCTAL
ULTRASONIC ECOY CURRENT
SI2E hITS OFFS PROP
• C3 27 60 .450
• C4 a 08 362 .298
• C5 24 82 .2 93
• C8 71 178 • 399
.C9 343 653 .525
• 10 253 497 .509
.11 24 58 .414
.15 126 223 .5o;
.16 431 656 •657
.17 202 298 .678
.18 36 67 .537
.19 16 • 500
.23 36 56 .643
.24 89 120 .742
.25 14o 195 .749
• 2c 107 148 .723
.27 76 96 .776
.28 9 13 .692
.30
SIZE HITS OPPS PROP
.03 136 263 .472
.04 471 850 .554
.05 116 202 .574
• Co 219 263 .774
.09 453 596 .76 c
.10 387 524 .739
.11 50 71 .704
.15 99 120 ,azi
.16 386 429 .900




.24 115 121 .378
.25 i90 203 .913
• 2o 132 146 .692
.27 11 12 .917
.28 C
.20 33 37 .892.
71
FILE: LAeEL CATA Al NAVAL PGiTGRADUATE SCHOOL
TFE VISUAL SIZE GF EVERY CRACK WAS MEASUREC UNDER A MICPGSCCPE,
GIVING A TOTAL GF 19 CIFFERcNT APPARENT SIZES. THE NUA*EERS OF
GFFCRTINITIES, FOR THES£ CIFFERENT SlltSt AND The TYPES OF
PLATES THEY OCCURREC CN , fcEFE NCT IDENTICAL FOR THE SIX CGM-
MAf^CS. THE FOLLOWING TAELE LISTS THE CIFFERcNT APPARENT SlicS
FGF THE VARIOUS FLAWS , EY TYPE CF PLATE, FCR THE SIX CCNMANCS.
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SIZE UTS OPPS PROP
.02
.04 C
.05 9 24 • 26 5
.08
.09 42 68 .618
.10 37 68 .544
.11
.15 27 24 .794
.16 51 68 .75





.25 30 24 • 882
.26























































































































































































SIZE UTS OPFS PROP
.03
.04 6 16 .275
.05
.08 6 16 .275
.09 9 22 .281
.1C a 16 .500
.11











































































































SIZE UTS OPFS PROP HITS CPFS PROP HITS CPPS FFCP
.02 13 24 .542 C
.04 10 24 .417 9 12 .750 4 24 .167
.05 7 12 .583
.08 13 24 .542
.09 18 24 .75C 43 6C .717 18 4E .275
.10 34 72 .472 24 36 .667 C
.11 C c
•15 C C
.16 31 48 .64o 35 48 .729 16 24 .6c7
.17 54 72 .750 C
.18 29 48 .604 C C
.19 C C
.22 CO 8 12 .667 C
.24 16 24 .667 18 24 .750 C
.25 17 24 .708 11 12 .917 C
.26 10 12 .833 C
.27 8 12 .667 C
.2£ G C C
CCMMAND 5
CAPS SPLICE TEAR
SIZE UTS OPFS PROP HITS CPFS PROP HITS CPFS PFOP
.02 C
.04 18 4C .450 2C .CCQ
.05 4 20 .200 C
•08 4 2C .200 G C
.09 12 20 .cOO 21 4C .525 11 4C .275
.10 15 40 .275 16 4C .400 C
.11 6 20 .200 C G C
.15 G C C
.16 31 6C .517 52 8C .650 5 2C . 25u
.17 9 20 .450 3 20 .400 C
.18 C G C
.19 G C G C
.22 G C
.24 14 2C .700 C
.25 9 20 .450 xG 1C l.GGO C





SIZE FITS OPFS PROP HITS OPPS PROP HITS CPFS PFOP
.02 10 29 .345 C
.04 3 IS .158 C 3 19 .158
.05 5 9 .353 C
.06 6 19 .316 G C
.09 22 57 .286 21 48 .<»38 4 19 .211
.10 4 19 .211 7 19 .368 7 19 .268
• 11 6 9. 6b 7 G C
.15 15 28 .295 7 19 .268 Q C
.16 8 19 .421 16 28 .421 C
•17 15 26 .395 8 19 .421
.18 7 19 .368 G C
.1900 00 G
.22 8 19 .421 C G C
.24 7 1G .700 C
.25 8 19 .421 19 29 .655 C








SIZE hITS QPPS PROP HITS CPFS PROP HITS GPP 5 PRGP
.02 G 27 6C .450 C
.04 25 72 .247 59 164 .3>Q 24 126 . 190
.05 13 54 .241 11 28 .393 C
.06 lb 29 .552 42 115 .365 13 24 .282
.OS 129 240 .53 7 159 264 .602 55 149 . 2o9
• 1C 98 215 .456 123 212 .577 32 69 • 464
.11 6 20 .200 18 28 .474 u C
.15 76 123 .571 50 SO ,5oo c
.16 150 22h .641 2*0 344 .c98 4 A 7c .526
.17 37 54 .685 137 196 .699 28 46 • 583
.18 36 67 .53 7 Q C
.19 8 16 .500 C C
.22 8 19 .421 28 37 .75 7 :
.24 25 27 .676 64 83 .771 J c
.25 o4 97 .66C 62 9 6 .83 7 c
.26 38 52 .731 69 S6 .719 c
.27 25 24 .73 5 51 64 .797 J c
.28 9 13 .692 C c
SIZE CAPS SPLICE TEAR
SPALL (38 / 126)=. 3C2 (97 / 252)=. 365 (24 / 126)=. iSj
NED UP (2*9 / 504)*. 494 (342 / c30)=.543 ixOC / 252)=. 397
LARGE (307 / 5C4)=.6CS (427 / 630)=. o73 US / i^.6 i =. 5*to
XLAPGE (169 / 252 J*. 671 (294 / 276)=. 77b NCNE
75
FILE: TYPE CATA Al NAVAL FCSTGRACUATE SCHOCL
CAPS
SIZE UTS OPPS PROP
.03 73 156 .468
.04 29 39 .744
.05 C
.08 35 39 .£97
.OS 35 39 .697
• 10 54 76 .692
• 11
.15
.16 36 39 .923
.17










































IZE UTS OPPS PROP HITS CPFS PROP HITS CPPS PFCP
.03 4 c .444 c
.04 30 68 .441 10 17 .568 20 34 ,zaa
.05 8 17 .471 14 25 .560 c
.08 15 17 .882 C c
.09 45 51 • 862 57 71 • 803 c
.10 27 21 .671 13 17 • 765
.11 c
.15 c 21 •a q • 636 c
.16 17 17 1.C00 29 ~z. c .£29 14 17 . 624
.17 "o C
.24 14 17 .824 c
.25 21 24 .875 c
.26 8 10 • 600 c
.27 c c
.30 17 17 l.COO c
COMMAND 3
CAPS SPLICE T6AR
SIZE UTS OPPS PROP HITS CPFS PROP HITS CPPS PROP
.02 6 c .6o7 c
.04 58 ICO .580 15 a - .455 c
.05 15 16 .833 26 40 .650
.08 15 20 .750 21 40 .525 c
.09 45 60 .750 19 20 .950
.10 16 40 .40 17 20 .850 c
.11 11 20 .550 c
.15 15 20 • 75C 26 2£ .929 c
.16 19 20 .950 c
.17 30 22 .93 8 19 20 ,S50
.24 8 8 1.000
.25 8 8 1.000 c
.26 29 32 .906 c
.27 11 12 .917 c
.30 16 20 .600 c
76




SIZE HITS OPPS PROP hITS OPPS PROP hITS OPPS
.02 18 48 .275 16 22 .72 7 c
.04 35 72 .486 32 5C .640 zz 4c
.05 J c
.06 17 24 .708 24 24 1.000 c
.09 6 24 .250 36 48 .750 Z3 24
.1C 42 48 .675 49 6C .8i7 C
.11 C o 12 ,500 C
.15 a1 12 .£46 c
.16 24 24 i .000 33 a 5 .943 24 24
.17 46 46 .958 C
.24 C c
.25 57 6C .950 c








SIZE PITS OPPS PROP
.02 7 15 .46 7
.04 19 20 .633
.05 23 2Q .7o7
.08 22 ^C • 733





.17 12 15 .800







ITS OPPS PROP PITS OPPS
c
29 31 .92 5 15 2i
12 14 .857 C
26 3C • 66 7 C
25 20 .823 14 15
28 30 .93 3 C
C c
7 7 1.000 J c
49 53 .925 c
J C 15 15
19 22 .826 c
7 7 1.000 u c
13 15 .667 : c
C a c






SIZE PITS OPFS PROP
.03 4 19 .211
.04 24 57 .421
.05 8 19 .421
.OB 14 19 .73 7
.09 7 19 .268
.1C 25 26 .656
.11
.15









ITS OPPS PROP hiTS CPRS
8 10 .800 J C
^8 47 .596 16 2i
C
12 19 • 632 C
27 46 • 5to3 c
34 47 .723 15 IS
c
19 19 1.000 c
24 29 .628 14 19
23 26 .621 C
25 29 .8o2 C
7 10 .700 J :
14 16 . 778 u c











IZE UTS OPFS PPQP hJTS GPFS PROP HITS OP PS PROP
.03 102 22B .42 9 34 5C • 680 c
.04 195 366 .533 166 2 56 .648 110 Z2i .482
.05 39 66 .591 51 96 .531 26 40 .650
• OS 118 149 .792 101 134 .754 u C
.09 117 163 .718 ;ao 374 .749 5o 59 .949
.1C 137 2C4 .672 222 264 .782 28 36 ,?78
.11 11 20 .550 6 12 .500 33 - c . £4o
.15 15 20 .750 84 ICC .840 "c
.16 93 99 .93 9 2G6 231 .092 87 99 .679
.17 12 15 .600 190 2C5 .927 34 3 C .971
.24 49 54 .90 7 66 7 7 .85 7 ~c
.25 J 90 2CE .913 c
.26 38 43 .884 94 1C5 .895 c
.27 G 11 12 .917 c
•3C 33 37 .692 C c
SIZE UPS SPLICE TEAR
SNALL (336 / 670)=. 5C1 (251 / 402)=. 624 (136 / 2o8)-.507
MEDIlf (383 / 536)=. 715 (609 / 604)=. 757 (117 / 134)=. 673
LARGE (120 / 13*+)=. 396 (48C / 536)=. 896 (121 / 134) =.903
XLAPC-E (120 / 134)=. 896 (361 / 402)=. 898 NOME
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I LABEL CATA AI NAVAL PGSTGRADUATE SCHOCL
THE VISUAL SIZE CF EVERY CR/CK UAS iVEASCREC UNLBR A /^ICFCSCCPc,
GIVING A TOTAL CF 19 DIFFERENT APPARENT SIZES. THESE kERE ThEN
MCFE CRUDELY CClLAPSEO iNTC FOUR oRCJPS, LABELLED (EY LSJ 5^ALL,
MECIUM, LARGE AND EXTRALAFGE. The ATTACHED TaELcS GIVE CCof^TS
BY CCrfWAND AND FOR THE /IF fCRCE IN TOTAL CF ThE NCA'oER CF
OPFCRTLNITIES (LABELLEC CPPSJ FCn EACH OF THE APPARENT SilcS,
AS WELL AS THE NUMBER CF hllS AND THE FROPCRTICN CF HITS*
IN THIS SUMMARY, THE CCLMS ARE GIVEN FOR EACH CF THE TFREE
TYPES CF PLATES INCI V I CLALL \.
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FILE: DIST CATA Al NAVAL PGSTGRACUATc SCHOOL
ECCY CLRRENTSPLICE
s
I C M N A N
• ^m
c c M M A N D
— —
c C M N A N
z
E
1 2 3 4 c 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 c 6
.C2 4 2 1 1 c 1 1 2 1 G G G C
.04 1 4 5 -2 2 J 4 2 3 4 <t 5 2 2 2 2 2
.C5 1 2 1 2 3 2 2 G G G 2 G C
. C6 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 i 2 1 G G G G c G
.C« 1 3 1 2 1 4 c 5 4 3 4 C C i 1 i G
. IC 2 2 2 C 2 4 4 2 3 4 4 G 1 c 1
. 11 C 1 C C C 1 1 G G c u
. 15 1 G c c C •a 2 1 1 2 C C G c
. 16 1 1 1 c 1 2 3 2 2 5 2 1 1 1 c 1
.11 G 1 c 4 G 2 3 2 c i 1 G
. 24 1 1 c C 2 1 3 3 G c G c Q
.25 G c G c 3 1 5 i 1 G G G c G
.26 1 1 J 1 3 i 2 2 C c G G c G
• 27 c c 1 G G G c
• 3C 1 1 c c c C G G G G G G G c G
ULTRASONIC
c
c A p s c P L I C E T o A F
I c M P A N c C M f A N C C M N A N
Z
E
1 2 3 4 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 j. 2 3 4 c c
. 02 c c 1 2 3 G G G c G
• C4 c 1 1 1 c 1 3 3 1 4 c 1 1 1 1 1 1
• OS i G i G C 1 1 1 G G u c
. C6 1 1 c C 3 4 2 2 2 1 C G c Q
. C« 2 3 2 1 1 ^ 3 4 5 4 5 G 2 1 2 2 1
. IC 2 G 1 3 2 1 2 1 3 4 2 1 C 1 G c 1
.11 1 c i i G 1 G G c G
.15 1 1 3 G c 2 3 2 G 1 G G G c G
. 16 2 3 2 A 1 2 1 2 4 2 1 C 1 1 G
. 17 1 1 C 2 3 i 2 1 i G c 1
. 16 G 2 1 G G C C c C G c
.19 1 G G w J G G c
. 22 G G c 1 3 1 G G G G G G c
.24 1 G 1 c C 1 i 2 2 1 G G c
.25 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 G G c G
.26 G 2 G i c 2 1 i 3 2 c C G c
.27 1 c 1 1 X £1 G G G G c G
.26 G i G G c c G G G G G G c
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NCT CQNF Al NAVAL FCSTGRACUATE SCHGCL
APPENDIX II
THE ATTACHED TABLES GIVE CGLNTS GF THE NUMBER CF TECHNICIANS TC
INSPECT EACH INCIVICUAL HCLE, THE NUMBER OF THEM THAT NARKEl THE
HCLE AS BEING CEFECTIVE, ANC AN INCICATIGN OF WHETHER THE HCLE
WAS IN FACT FLAWED; IF IT WAS FLAWED, A CGCE IS USED TC INCJ-
CATE THE FLAW SIZE. FCF EXAMPLE, THE FIRST TACi.c FCR CCMMAND i
IS PEPFCDuCED BELOW:














ThE TBARS ARE THE SCALLCFEC PLATES WITH ONLY 4 HOLES IN THE^.
EACH CCMMAND RECEIVED CNLY THREE T BARS FOR THE LcTRASOMCS
TEST ANC THREE FOR THE ECCY CURRENT TESTS. EACH GF TrtESE *A;>
USEC IN EVERY CCNF I GUP A T ICN ANC ThtS EVERY TECHNICIAN (ALL 24
FCF THIS BASE) HAD THE CFPGFTUMTY TO INSPECT EVERY CN£ OF THEM.
OF THE 34 TECHNICIANS TC INSPECT TEAR 7, o CF THEM MARKcU HCLE
NUMBER 1» 13 OF THEM MAFKEO HOLE NLMBER 2i 6 MARKED HOLE NUMBER
3, ETC. ALSO, FCR THIS TEAF, HCLE NuMBER 1 Oiu IN FACT tt*WE A
SPALL FLAW (INCICATED EY -1 J ANC HCLE NUMBER 2 HAD A MEDIUM
FLAfc ( INDICATEC BY -2) ANC THE CTHER TkG HClES kERE PRESUMABLY
uNFLAfcED. ThE CTHER TYPES CF PLATES AM CCMMaNoS APE TFEATEu
IN THE SAMc WAV. THE PAFKII^G -3 MEANS A LARbE FLAW, *HlLc -t
MEANS AN EXTRA LARGE FLA*.
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SPLICE NC CF H u I E N U M 6 E R
PLATE TEChS 1 2 - 4 5 6 7 a 9 1
TL " 13 4 2 Z~< l
._.,_ .
J-i I 3 -4
—
s
52 19 5 4 5-i 4 5 J-** 4 6 4
53 2C 4 16-i2 2C-2 3 4 w 4 7 14-2
54 i4 2 j i- 2 13-2 5 2 3-2 2
17 8 7 4 3 10-2 6 5 7-2 D
56 17 16- 2 13-2 c 5 4 1 3 2 *
57 24 9 9 29-3 10 4 4 4 21-3 29-3
56 24 7 3 2-3 c a 30-3 4 5 7 8
59 18 3 2 l*-4 6 i5-4 6 14-4 3 <*
6C 16 15- * 4 12-4 15-4 3 1 3 2 1
61 20 1 7 6 12 5 5 3 5 6
62 15 3 2 C 6 6 4 2 3
62 17 6 1 c 7 6 2 3 4 4
64 16 2 2 1 6 5 6 5 ^ 5
82























If 16 17 18




2 c c 2 5
3 2 6 3 0-t2 29-1
4 $ 3 3 2
5 2 5 i 4
6 2 i-4 4 6 7
7 Z 2 2 5
8 6-1 23-1 ^5-2 o
9 * 3 4 6
10 c c 4 3o-2
li 4 2 5 5
12 « 11 c +
13 2 4 6 4
14 4 35-2 29-i ^
SPLICE NC CF H L E N J M E E rv













3C 19 6 14- i « a^T" "~3
31 20 10 3 t- 1 14-1 -; 1 2 1 i lc-i
32 - c 3 4 c 21-2 b 2C-2 3 _3-2 •* 8
33 18 4 2 li- 2 4 16-2 2 17- 2 3 4 3
34 21 6 4 1£- 2 4 4 15-2 c 14-2 z c
a c 19 2 1|-•3 2 3 o 19-3 2 3 t 3
36 20 3 2 a 19-2 J i 1 j 19-3
37 39 18 a ; 7 36-3 7 10 4 c 33-3
36 18 5 5 6 18-4 8 lb-^t 7 18-4 5 7
39 21 i 19-4 2 2 18-4 5 17-4 o 4 i 12
4C IS 8 3 1 4 3 2 1 3 < 8
41 19 5 _^ 2 2 o 7 j: _ 4 4
42 21 7 2 2 1 2 1 i 4 5
43 2C 5 3 £ -» ^ 1 4 j j S
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H C _L E N U M e e R
2 - 4 5 6 7 3 9 10
^ 4-T ~4~ Z-T"~T "I 3 __ ""1
c 2^1 4 3 1-1 1 6 2 2
4-2 2-2 2 3 4 4 2 3-2 2
_J 4-2 2-2 4 1 1 4-2 5 3
2 ^ 4 3-2 2 2 2-2 4 1
3-2 4 3 5 3 4 3 3
8 §-3 4 8 6 6 9-3 8-2 7
9-3 Jj 1 8-2 •a 6 6 2 2
2 2-4 1 6-4 3 4-4 2 1
2 6-4 6-4 4 5 2 2 3 2
2 2 4 2 5 1 1 3
1 2 3 3 4 1 3 2 1
6 4 5 5 3 3 2 2 2
3 ^ 1 3 4 2 2 1 4
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If 16 17 16





^ 2 l 4
^
^ 13-2 6-.1
c 1 c 3
£ 4 c X
17-4 i - 2
1 2 1 2
6-1 6-1 16-2 x
c * 1 X
C c 1 17-3
/ 1 1 2
1 6 ^ X
1 6 2
























































































































































H 2 1 6 c 6
3 E- 2 4 13-4 9
L 4 c 3 5 5
E 5 E- j 5 8-3 5
6 c 6-1 4 4
7 6 6 7 4
N 8 c 1C-3 6 5
U 9 4 5 6 5
M 10 4 6-2 8-2 8
B il 2 4 4 1-2
E 12 1 3 5 1
R 13 c 4 6 5
14 I- 3 7 7 3
SPLICE NC CF I h Q _L E N U M B E R
PLATE IE ChS 1 2
~2*~
""I-T"
4 5 6 7 8 9
3
10
~~3T ~9 '"4-1 2 4 D ~o
52 7 4 4 l-i 3 2 2-1 3 2 3 4
c ~ 9 2 4-2 f-2 6 2 1 5 4 4-2 2
54 7 1 2 4-2 3-2 1 2 2 5->2 1 2
c c 9 4 4 4 2 3-2 3 1 i-i 2 4 5
56 7 4-2 1-2 4 4 3 2 2 3 2 2
57 16 8 5 15-3 6 4 5 6 13- 3 7-2 5
5E 16 1 12-3 c 2 10-3 6 6 5 2
59 9 6 2 8-4 4 7-4 5 6-4 t 5 4
6C 7 6-4 1 5-4 6-4 2 1 1 2 2 2
61 9 5 6 c 2 3 3 4 5 3 6
62 9 4 3 1 2 5 4 3 4 4 a
62 7 4 c 2 3 5 3 1 2 2 5
64 7 6 1 4 4 2 1 4 3 2 2
36











cap m^sef- 15 16 17 18







H 2 l 3 2 2
3 6 a il-2 13-1
L 4 c 3 5 1
E 5 j 5 * 2
16-4 4 5 j
7 4 5 3 <-
N 8 3-1 i.4-1 6-2 4
U 9 2 5 2 1
M 10 c 6 4 15-3
B 11 1 £ i 1
E 12 1 i 3 1




SPLICE NC CF h c
_
i E N U M ri E R
PLATE TEChS 1 2 - 4 5 c 7 a ^ 10
~3c -_ i 2 HFT"'Z~ —
—
'"CT~T 2 ~a-I" 1 nr _^_
21 9 4 l 7- i 6-.1 2 4 4 X O^J.
32 20 3 ^ \l^l o 16-2 5 9-2 - 4
33 13 1 / — 2 4 11-2 4 12-2 :
24 7 1 2 {. 2 1 7-Z 3 3-2 X
35 12 1 11-3 2 3 11-3 2 3
36 8 3 u 1 8-3 3 3 L. c-i
37 20 3 1 2 18-2 2 1 3 ^ 19-3
38 12 1 i 11-4 1 11-4 4 11-4 i w
5 C 8 7-4 i a-. 4 2 b-4 3 -L <l
40 13 4 1 2 1 C C ^
41 11 1 3 2 1 1 1 J. j
42 9 1 2 i C i J -
43 7 1 C 2 2 1 2 3 2 i -
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FILE: NCT CCNF Al NAVAL PC'TGRACUATE SChOCL
CCWMANC 4
ILTRASCNIC
















































SPLICE NC CF H (: _l E N J M B E R
PLATE TECHS 1 2 - 4 5 6 7 8 9
11 " "YL " 3 "5 4-1 "~9" ""*~9~-:r 1 6 9 9
52 12 7 8 7-1 5 7 9- 1 7 9 5
era 12 7 9-2 1C-2 9 6 7 9 6 11-2
54 12 5 6 5-2 7-2 7 6 9 7-2 3
55 12 9 10 6 9 9-2 9 7 il-2 9
56 12 8-2 3-2 6 7 6 8 5 6 9
57 24 10 15 16-3 13 15 13 12 18-3 20-2
58 24 15 2 0-3 c 18 15-3 16 12 17 13
5 C 12 7 9 1C-4 10 11-4 8 8-4 8 7
6C 12 10-4 7 6-4 8-4 5 8 7 6 8
61 12 4 7 8 JO 7 7 10 7 6
62 12 6 7 i JC 10 8 9 a 9
63 13 6 9 6 7 7 6 9 8 7







































Hi 2 1 24-2
C 2 2-2 1 2
CAP MfrEEF
NUMBER CF TECHNICIANS
15 16 17 Id
24 24 24 24
TTO" -4-:-1"" "*~~^~" ™-* ~3~
< 4 2 5
_^ 3 21-2 1J-1
4 4 1 4
c 2 2 5
24-4 1 c 4
£ 7 5
7-1 14- i 6-2 ^
^ 2 3 1
c 6 4 24-3
£ 5 4 4
* 3 4 4
I 4 4 4
e 21- 2 ia-1 4
SPLICE
PLATE





4 5 6 7 6 3 10
" a-T~ i "T3 8-1 J j S
1 i £- i 8-1 2 1 1 J 3-1
1 2 i i9-« 2 2C-2 2-*-
2
j 2
G £- 2 1 11- 2 1 5-2 2 2 3
1 i. if> 2 1 12-2 1 d->2 2
1 s-<3 £ J i 1C-3 2 2 1
i 1 A i 11- j 1 3 j J 13-3
3 4 "Z 3 Z3-> ^ 2 3 1 1 24-3
7 4 2 11-4 4 12-4 5 1^-4 2 ^
10-4 1 C 12-4 i 12-4 i 1 j 5
4 2 2 4 1 3 2 Q
c C X j C i - x 7
J ' 1 1 j J j 3
2 i I 2 i 2 2 1 2 1
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FILE: NCT CCNF Al NAVAL PGSTGRACUATE SCHOCL
CCMMAfvC 5
OLTRASGNIC
























CAP MfBcF 1 2 3 4
NUMBER CF TECHNICIANS 2C 20 2C 20
1 4 " II" """ 7 " lo-4
H 2 2 c 6 4
C 3 6- 2 3 9-4 3
L 4 c 1 3 2
E 5 ll- 3 4 9-3 8
6 4 4-1 4 5
7 c a 2 5
N a c 11-3 7 7
U 9 4 3 6
M 10 7 5-2 12-2 5
B 11 c 7 3 10-2
E 12 c1* 7 9 5
R 13 c 4 7 3
14 5- J 4 2 9





2 - 4 5 6 7 d 9 10
~TI ~8 "*-T -j~l 1~ z o "7 I
52 JO 2 2 2-1 a 3 5- 1 3 3 1 4
53 11 1 4-2 5-2 5 p 2 1 6 7-2 5
54 9 2 6 £-2 3-2 5 5 5 5-2 2 4
c c 11 1 1 1
~ 4-2 7 3 4-2 2 3
56 9 0-2 1-2 - 2 3 4 2 3 2
57 20 5 10 IE-2 13 6 10 7 15-.3 13-2 4
56 20 4 8-3 * 3 o-3 10 4 5 5 10
CC 10 3 2 9-4 3 3-4 2 10-4 2 4 1
60 10 5-4 1 f-4 9-4 7 9 6 5 3 2
61 11 2 1 ^ 5 7 5 6 3 o 7
62 1C 3 1 2 2 3 2 3 2 4 2
63 10 3 2 1 1 3 2 2 3 3 4
64 9
_
4 4 2 2 6 2 3 4 6 3
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CAP MfBEF if 16 17 18
NUfEER CF TECHNICIANS if 15 If 15
i 11-2 11-1 2 2
H c c 2 1 j
C 3 — 5 12-2 7-1
L 4 c 1 1 2
E 5 1 -* C 5
6 12-4 C 3 2
7 C c 1 5
N 8 c-1 1G-1 11-2 3
U 9 1 2 2 X
M 10 1 7 <. 12-3
B li ^. 6 i 3
E 12 1 2 «i 4
R 13 C 2 j
14 4 12-2 12-1 7
SPLICE NC CF H C _L E N o M 8 E R
PLATE TECFS i 2 3 4 5 £ 7 9 10
30 8
_
l 7-.1 c c-i ' G" C 7-1 G G ' u"
31 7 c 5-, i 7-1 1 1 1 1 1 7-1
22 15 1 G - 13-2 3 12-2 3 12-2 •+ 2
33 8 1 3 £- 2 1 8-2 i 8-2 X I
34 7 G 6- 2 G 2 5-2 1 o-2 ~ G
a c 8 3 8-3 1 2 t-3 i 3 G 2
11 7 2 Q 7-2 C C 1 _ 7-2
37 15 2 J 2 14-3 1 J G i 14-3
38 8 1 7-4 3 7-4 G 6-4 J
39 7 7-4 1 7-4 f —
4
1 G 2 i
4C a i G 3 G J j
41 e i L. ^ C 1 1 4
42 7 1 1 <* 2 Q i 1 - w
43 7 Q Q i 1 1 2 1 3
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CAP NLfEEF 1 2 4
NUPBEP CF TECHNICIANS 19 19 19 19
1 6 9 4 8-i 4
H 2 * 4 •a 5
3 6-2 1 a-4 3
L 4 £ 6 4 7
E 5 6-3 5 8-3 4
6 4 3-1 G 6
7 c Q 6
N a 4 7-3 3 5
U 9 2 4 / 3
M 10 4 12-2 4-2 2
B 11 - 3 4 4-2
E n 4 I 2 p
R 13 4 4 2 4
14 /-- 6 2 3
SPLICE NG CF H C L E N U M 6 c R
PLATE TECFS 1 c - 4 3 6 7 8 9 10
31 "~ 115 6 4 .:-! 1 J- i 6 2 3 4 4
52 9 3 4 4-1 4 3 3-1 5 1 2 5
52 1C 3 1^2 --^ 4 3 2 3 2 5-2 6
54 9 3 6 i- <£ 6-» 2 ^ j j 4-2 3 3
c c 1C 4 4
"
2 7-2 Q 3 4-2 3
56 9 4-2 1-2 4 4 4 •2 5 2 3 4
57 19 4 8 1C-3 6 8 10 7 9-3 7-2 2
56 19 9 7-3 6 7 5-2 3 7 8 a 10
59 10 5 5 7-4 c 7-4 E 8-4 6 6 3
6C 9 3-4 2 4-4 6-4 .3 4 3 2 2 4
61 10 6 £ 4 4 5 3 2 6 4
62 10 2 5 C 4 3 6 3 4 6 1
62 9 2 -a 1 J 2 2 J 2 1 3
64 9 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 2 2
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CAP MfeEF 15 16 17 18






H 2 1 1 1 3
3 7 3 7-2 9-«l




6 14-4 1 C C
7 4 2 1 1
N 8 £-1 8- i ic-«2 5
U 9 c 2 Q 3
M 10 2 2 1 16-2
B li 2 3 2 1
E 12 I C 1 1 I
R 13 c 3 4 *
i4 i 14- c 7-.1 3












6 7 a 9 10
3"C 2 "7""~3" X 3
31 9 3 I 2- 1 7-1 2 1 1 2 6-1
32 15 1 c c 16-2 5 12-2 7 1J-2 z 5
x -a 10 2 2 e- 2 2 7-2 5 3-2 4 t 3
34 5 1 2 4- 2 4 6-2 1 5-2 j 1
35 10 2 10-3 2 2 3 1C-3 j 2 ^ 1
36 9 4 1 C i 3-2 ^ Q 2 i 5-3
27 15 4 2 4 2 14-2 8 3 4 7 15-3
3a 10 4 2 1 5-4 5 1C-4 4 7-4 4 4
35 9 7-4 i 1 to-
4
2 7-4 2 3 -
40 10 2 C i 2 ^ 3 2 _ j j
41 10 2 2 A M 3 -. -t w 1 -
42 5 2 4 1 2 3 2 1 * 2 -
43 5 3 3 2 2 - 2 - j 5
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APPENDIX III
DESCRIPTION OF TI-59 PROGRAM TO COMPUTER PROBABILITY
SCORES FOR NDI TECHNICIANS
To run the TI-59 program to compute the probability score for a technician
or for all the technicians at a base/command using either the ultrasonic
or the Eddy-Current technique, turn the calculator on, press |INV|
[ 2nd
]
|WRITE|, feed the magnetic card right side up, press |2| |INV| 1 2nd | | WRITE j
,

















Total Number of Holes (inspection sites)/Rack
Total Number of Small Flaws/Rack
Total Number of Medium Flaws/Rack
Total Number of Large Flaws/Rack
Total Number of XLarge Flaws/Rack
If The Score To Be Computed Is For One Technician
Only Enter 1; Otherwise Enter The Total Number of
Technicians At The Base/ Command
Total Number of Small Flaws Detected
Total Number of Medium Flaws Detected
Total Number of Large Flaws Detected
Total Number of XLarge Flaws Detected
Total Number of False Calls
To Compute The Score For Ultrasonic




















LRN = Compute The Total
2nd LBL STO 01 Number Of Flaws Of
A Store The Weights RCL 02 Each Size Presented
.327 To Compute The Score X To A Single Technician
STO 07 For Ultrasonic RCL 06 Or All The Technicians
.210 = At A Base/Command As










.201 Store The Weights






ST0 is B Compute The Technicians'
RCL q-| STO 21 Probability Of
x
t Detecting Small Flaws














































































Compute The Probabil it
That An Unflawed Hole
Is Correctly Identifiei
Compute The Probabil it

















RCL 36 Compute The Weighted
)
Average Of The +
X Probabilities Of Detecting (
(
The Various Size Flaws RCL 36
(
And The Ultrasonic Weights
x
RCL 31 Stored In Registers 07-10. RCL 35
X Then Normalize The X
RCL 07 Weighted Average So That rcl 11
)
The Maximum Achievable )
+ Score Is 1. The Result =
(
Is The Probability Score
RCL 32 For The Technician Or (
X The Base/Command When .846












2nd LBL RCL 34
2nd C X
( Compute The Probability RCL 15
1 Score For A Technician )
- Or A Base/Command )






RCL 31 RCL 35
X X


















FILE: LABEL LATA Ai NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHQCL
APPENDIX IV
uL UU LL T17TT1TTTTTT RRRRRRR A
UU UU LL IT RR RR AAA
uu UU LL IT RR RR AA AA
UL UU LL IT RRRRRRR AAAAAAA
L u LL LL IT RR RR A A AA
LU LLLLLLLL IT RR RR HA AA
SSSSS CCOC f*N NN II CCCC
SS SS 00 CC NNN NN 11 CC CC
sss oo cc iwnn nn ii cc
SSS 00 CC f^NNN NiN 11 CC
SS 00 CC MM NNNN 11 CC
SS SS 00 CC fvN NNN II CC CC
SSSSS 0000 f^N NN 11 CCCC
Th£ ATTACHED PAGES LIST ALL THE TECHNICIANS «HC PARTICIPATE
IN ThE ULTRASONIC PROFICIENCY TEST, BY NAME, FOR EACH EASE.
THE PERFORMANCE OF EACh TECHNICIAN IS DESCRIBEC BY (\UM6ER Of
HITS Af*D MISSES HE SCCREC, FOR ThE FOUR DIFFERENT FLAW SIZES
ANC FOR THE UNFLAWEC hCLES (THE COLUMN MARKED NONE; IN THIS
CCLLMN A HIT MEANS FE DIC NCT MARK THE SITE).
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6ASE1 CATA Al NAVAL FGSTGRAOUATE SCHGCL
LL7RA SONIC BAic i
T113 SNALL MEDIUiM LARGE XLARoE ^C^lE
HITS 1 9 1C 5 117
MISSES 3 2 C 1
let SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE f\GNE
HxTS 1 8 10 5 lis
MISSES 3 3 C 2
T16 SfALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NGNE
HITS 8 9 5 ilo
MISSES 4 3 10 2
T41 SfALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NCNE
HITS 7 10 5 110
MISSES 4 4 8
T87 SMLL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 10 9 5 iJl
MISSES 4 1 1 17
T1C8 S*ALL MEDIUM LARGE Xl^RGE NuNE
HITS 4 8 5 112
PISSES 4 7 2
T1C9 SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARbE NONE
HITS 2 iC 9 5 94
MISSES 2 1 1 24
T2I S*ALL MECIUM LARGE XlARGE NONE
HITS 5 8 4 xiO
MISSES 4 6 2 18
T9E SMALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE. NGNE
HITS 15 8 5 lOi
MISSES 3 6 2 15
T49 SPALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NGNc
HITS 3 5 5 108
MISSES 4 8 5 10
T73 SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NGNE
HITS 1 6 8 3 ?n
MISSES 3 5 2 2 24
BASE 2
T124 SPALl. MEDIUM LARoE XLARoE NGNE
HITS 1 10 10 5 110
PUSSES 3 1 8
Tl*<4 SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NdNc
HITS 1 10 10 h 108
MISSES 3 1 1 10
T123 SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARbc NlNE
HITS 8 8 3 114
MISSES 4 3 2 2 4
T42 SPALL MECIUM LARGE ALARGE NONE
HITS 3 9 9 5 99
MISSES 1 2 1 x*
101
FILE: 8ASE1 CATA Al NAVAL FCSTGRAOUATE SCHOOL
LL7RA SONIC BASE 2
T38 SPALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NuNE
HITS 5 7 5 113
MISSES 4 6 3 C 5
T31 SPALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 2 8 8 5 99
MISSES 2 3 2 C 19
Til SPALL MEOIUP LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 1 8 9 5 96
MISSES 3 3 1 22
T61 SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 5 4 5 j.13
MISSES 4 6 6 5
71C SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 1 8 9 4 95
MISSES 3 3 1 1 23
Tin SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 1 9 10 4 88
MISSES 3 2 C 1 30
T9C SPALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 13 8 4 106
MISSES 3 8 2 1 12
T2C SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE (NOME
HITS 2 6 8 4 97
MISSES 2 5 2 1 21
T117 SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 2 8 8 5 87
MISSES 2 3 2 Q 31
T46 SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 1 8 10 3 73
MISSES 3 3 C 2 45
T125 SPALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 2 6 6 5 86
MISSES 2 5 4 32
T93 SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 1 6 6 5 79
MISSES 3 5 4 39
T142 SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 5 4 3 102
MISSES 4 6 6 2 16
T145 SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 4 6 3 96
MISSES 4 7 4 2 *2
T122 SPALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 1 4 7 3 68
MISSES 3 7 3 2 30
T1E2 SPALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NONc
HITS 2 2 6 4 88
MISSES 2 9 4 1 30
102
BASE1 CATA Al NAVAL PGSTGRACUATE SCHOOL
ULTRA SONIC dASE 2
T29 ShALL MECIUM LaRGE XLARGE ,NuNc
HITS 6 7 4 nG
MISSES 4 3 3 1 76
T148 SfALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 1 3 5 1 78
MISSES 3 8 5 4 40
T13 SMALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 4 7 8 4 15
MISSES 4 2 1 103
oA SE 3
T1C5 SMLL MECIUM LARGE XLARoE NONE
HITS 1 9 9 3 77
MISSES 3 2 1 2 41
T1C3 SMALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NuNE
HITS 1 6 9 4 73
MISSES 3 5 1 i 45
T149 S*ALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NGNE
HITS 2 4 6 2 96
MISSES 2 7 4 3 2C
T39 SfALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE MjNE
HITS 6 5 4 92
MISSES 4 5 5 i 2c
T22 SMALL MEOIUM LARGE XLARGE NuNE
nITS 2 10 8 5 7o
MISSES 2 1 2 C ^0
T120 SMALL MECIUM LARGE XLArtGE NONE
HITS 2 5 8 5 66
MISSES 2 6 2 C 32
T15 SMALL MECIUM LAkGE XLARGE M-CNE
HITS 4 7 4 5 72
MISSES 4 6 46
T9 SMAlL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 1 6 9 3 94
MISSES 3 5 1 2 24
T95 SMALL MECIUM LARGE XLARoE NuNE
HITS 6 5 4 9j
MISSES 4 5 5 1 25
T5C SMALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGc t^uNt
HITS 1 2 2 1 91
MISSES 3 9 4 27
T5E SMAll MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 3 7 9 3 71
MISSES 1 4 1 2 47
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FILE: BASE1 CATA Al NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOCL
ULTRA SONIC &ASE 3
T57 S*ALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 2 9 7 5 49
MISSES 2 2 3 69
T8C SMLL MEDIUM LARoE XLARGE NONE
HITS 4 7 10 4 52
MISSES 4 1 66
bASE 4
T19 ^ALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 117 3 109
MISSES 3 10 3 2 9
T3C SPALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 5 7 4 99
MISSES 4 6 3 1 19
BASE 5
T52 SNALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 2 2 6 4 9fc
t*lS5ES 2 9 4 1 22
T7£ SMALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 2 5 5 100
MISSES 4 9 5 18
T120 S*ALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 1 9 9 3 66
MISSES 3 2 1 2 50
7114 SMLL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 9 € 5 57
MISSES 4 2 2 61
T110 SMALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NONc
HITS 3 5 7 4 67
MISSES 1 6 3 1 51
T45 SMALL MEC1UM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 2 8 4 70
MISSES 4 9 2 1 48
T127 SMALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 2 6 t 2 41
MISSES 2 5 4 3 77
BASE 6
T81 SMALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 1 4 5 5 98
MISSES 3 7 5 20
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SfALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE
3 6 9 515 10
SPAlL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE
3 5 5
4 6 5
SMLL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE16 6 5
3 5 4 C
SMIL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE16 7 4
3 5 3 1
S*ALL MEDIUM LARGE ALARGE
2 3 11
2 8 9 H
St-ALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE
2 13 1






























































































































SfALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE
1 5 1 i
3 6 9 4
SHALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE10 3 2








































































































































































































































: BASE1 CATA Al NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
ULTRA SONIC oASE 8
T26 SAALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE ACNE
HITS 4 1C 1C 4 7
MISSES 0 1 111
Tl SAALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGc
HITS 5 4 4
MISSES 4 6 6 I
T44 SAALL MECIUA LARGE XLARGE
hITS 15 4 2
MISSES 3 6 6 2
T56 SAALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE
HITS 14 4 4
MISSES 3 7 6 1
T1C4 SAALL MECiUM LARGE XLARGE
HITS 6 4 2
MISSES 4 5 6 3
Ibt SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE
HITS 15 4 2









































































T6 SAALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE
HITS 2 7 9 5































































































T42 SNALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE
HITS 17 9 5
MISSES 3 4 10
T72 SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE
HITS 17 8 5
MISSES 3 4 2
T6C SPALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE
HITS 16 5 4
MISSES 3 5 5 1
T24 SPALL MECIUP LARGE XLARGE
HITS 12 5 4
MISSES 3 S 5 1
T123 SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE
HITS 12 6 5
















T8-4 SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE
HITS 14 7 4
MISSES 3 7 2 1
T147 SPALL MECIUP LARGE XLARGE
HITS 2 1C 5 5
MISSES 2 5
T143 SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE
HITS 3 6 12





























SMLL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE
2 2 2 3
2 9 8 2
SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE17 4 2
3 4 6 3
SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE18 5 4
3 3 5 x
SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE
Q 3 3 C
4 8 7 5
SfALL MECIUA* LARGE XLARGE1112






















































































































SMLL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE
3 6 3
4 8 4 2
SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE12 12









FILE: 8ASE1 CATA Al NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
LL1RA SONIC BASE 16
782 5^ALL MEDIUM LARGE XIARGE NCKE
HITS 4 4 4 67
MISSES 4 7 6 1 51
T139 S^ALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARbE NONE
HITS 3 4 3 78
MISSES 4 8 6 2 40
T63 S*ALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NuNE
HITS 1 2 2 98
MISSES 4 10 6 3 20
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FILE: LABEL CATA Al NAVAL FCSTGRAOUATE SCHGCL
APPENDIX V
EEEEEEEEEEE CCDCCCC CCDCCDC YY YY
EE DC CO CD CD YY YY
EE DC DC CD DD YY YY
EEEEEEE CC CC CC DD *YYY
EE DC CD CC DO YY
EE CC DC CD DO YY
EE CD LD CC CC YY
EEEEEEEEEEE OCDDCCC CCDCCuD YY
CCCCC LL LU RRRRRR RRRRRR EEtEEEEEE NN NN TT7TTJT
CC C UL LU RR R RR R EE NNN NN T
CC LL LU RR R RR R EEEEE NNNN NN T
CC UL LU RR R RR R EE NN NN t\t\ T
CC LU UL RRRRRR RRRRRR EE NN NNNN T
CC C U U RR RR RR RR EE NN NNN T
CCCCC UUU RR RR RR RR EEEEEEEEE NN Nfs T
THE ATTACHED PAGES LIST ALL THE TECHNICIANS WHC PARTICIPATE
IN THE EDDY CURRENT PRCFICIENCY TEST, BY NAME, FOR EACH BASE.
THE PERFORMANCE OF EACH TECHNICIAN IS LESCRibEC BY NUMEtR Gf
HITS AfvD MISSES hE SCCREC, FOR THE FOUR DIFFERENT FLAk SIZES
ANC FCF THE UNFLAwEC HCLES (THE COLUMN MARKED NCNE; IN THIS
CCLLMN A HIT MEANS HE CIC NCT PARK THE SITE},
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FILE: BASE1 CATA Al NAVAL PGS7GRACUATE SCHQCL
ECCY CURRENT BASE 2
761 S*ALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE bLNc
HITS 2 9 t 4 113
MISSES 8 2 C 4
7145 S^ALL MEOIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HI7S 6 7 6 4 108
MISSES 4 4 9
7124 S>>1LL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HI7S 2 8 5 4 116
MISSES 3 3 10 1
75^ S^LL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HI7S 5 10 6 4 113
MISSES 5 0 4
742 S^ALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HI7S 7 116 4 113
MISSES 3 C C 4
T117 S^LL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HI7S 6 11 6 4 115
MISSES 4 C C 2
7121 S^LL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HI7S 6 11 6 4 94
MISSES 4 C 23
lit S^AlL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HI7S 6 10 6 4 99
MISSES 4 1 C 18
oASE 3
71C2 SMLL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HI7S 6 11 6 4 114
MISSES 4 3
79 S^ALL MECIUM LARGE KLARGE NONE
HI7S 10 10 4 1 104
MISSES 1 2 3 13
71C5 SNALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HI7S 6 10 t 4 114
MISSES 4 1 C 3
7118 SMLL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HI7S 5 11 6 4 112
MISSES 5 C 5
739 SMALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HI7S 3 9 5 4 117
MISSES 7 2 1 G
7120 SMLL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HI7S 4 11 5 4 114
MISSES 6 1 3
114














































































































































































































































FILE: 6ASE1 CATA Al NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
ECCY CURRENT BASE 4
T124 SMALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 2 4 4 4 95
MISSES 8 7 2 C 22
BASE 5
T52 SMALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 9 il 6 4 116
HISSES 1 C C C 1
T76 SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 8 6 6 4 117
MISSES 2 5
T110 SMALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 9 8 6 4 109
MISSES 13 8
T120 SMALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 6 3 4 1 109
MISSES 4 6 2 3 8
T114 SMALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 7 9 6 4 110
HISSES 3 2 C 7
T127 SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 7 7 6 4 102
MISSES 3 4 15
T45 S>ALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 7 6 6 4 ill
MISSES 3 5 C C 6
77C SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 6 8 6 4 71
MISSES 4 2 C 9 46
BASE 6
T47 SMALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 6 6 6 4 116
MISSES 4 5 C 1
T146 SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 8 10 6 4 107
MISSES 2 1 C 10
T22 SMALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 4 8 6 4 All
MISSES 6 3 C C 6
T1C7 SNALL MECIUM LARGE KLARGE NONE
HITS 2 7 5 4 92
MISSES 8 4 1 25
116








































































































































































































































































































































































































BAS51 CATA Ai NAVAl FCSTGRACUATE SCHOCL
ECCY CURRENT 1 fiA5t 10
T7 SI«ALL MECIU* LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 8 il 6 4 113
MISSES 2 C C 4
T55 SJ-ALL MECIUM LARGE XcARGE NONE
HITS 7 5 4 1 116
MISSES 3 6 2 3 1
T24 SMLL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NuNE
HITS 5 4 4 2 69
MISSES 5 7 2 2 28
BASE 11
T69 SJ-ALL MECIJM LARGE XLARGE NOME
HITS 6 9 6 5 97
MISSES 4 2 1 20
T119 S*ALL MECIUM LARGE XLARbc NGNE
HITS 3 5 5 3 89
MISSES 7 6 i 1 28
bASE 12
T37 SMLL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 8 11 6 3 a17
MISSES 2 C 1
T67 SMIL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 7 11 6 4 117
MISSES 3 C C C
T1C2 SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NGNc
hITS 8 11 6 4 llG
MISSES 2 C C 7
T6 SMLL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NGNE
HITS 10 11 5 4 98
MISSES C C 1 19
753 SMLL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NGNE
HITS 7 11 6 4 88
MISSES 3 C C C 29
6ASE 13
T42 SPALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 9 11 6 4 ill
MISSES 1 C o
T34 S*ALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NuNE
HITS 6 9 5 4 ±07
tAlSSES 4 2 1 C 1G
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FILE: BASE1 CATA Al NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOGL
EDCY CURRENT BASE 13
T72 SPALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 7 9 6 3 104
MISSES 3 2 C i 13
T6C SPALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 6 1C 6 4 95
MISSES 4 1 C C 22
T123 SPALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE JvGNE
HITS 8 11 6 4 72
MISSES 2 C 45
BASE 14
T84 SPALL MECIUP LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 5 6 4 1 109
MISSES 5 5 2 3 8
T32 SPALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 6 8 6 4 101
MISSES 4 3 lo
T143 SPALL MEDIUM LARGE XLARbE NuNIE
HITS 6 7 5 3 113
MISSES 4 4 114
794 SPALL MECIUP LARGE XLARGE NONIc
HITS 14 5 4 109
MISSES 9 7 10 8
T8 SPALL MECIUP LakGE XLARGE P-GNE
HITS 6 7 5 4 82
MISSES 4 4 1 35
7151 SPALL MEDIUM LARGE XlARGE NONE
HI7S 3 6 4 2 95
MISSES 7 5 2 1 22
T147 SPALL MECIUP LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 3 8 5 3 43
MISSES 7 3 1 1 74
T150 SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE JSCNE
HITS 5 4 5 1 52
MISSES 5 7 1 3 65
BASE 15
T96 SPALL MECIUP LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 7 11 6 4 A 17
MISSES 3
T4£ SPALL MECIUP LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 6 9 6 4 116
MISSES 4 2 C 1
120
: BASE1 CATA Al NAVAL PCSTGRACUATE SCHCCL
ECLY CURRENT BASE 15
T5 SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 4 9 6 4 j.13
MISSES 6 2 C C 4
T71 SPALL MELIUS LARGE XLARGE NCNE
HITS 4 6 6 4 ii6
MISSES 6 5 C 1
T127 S*ALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NONE
HITS 6 iG 6 4 99
MISSES 4 1 C la
T126 SfALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NuNE
HITS 6 5 5 1 92
MISSES 4 6 1 2 25
BASE 16
T82 SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NuNE
HITS 4 10 6 4 106
MISSES 6 1 il
T121 S^LL MECIUM LARGE XLARuE NONE
HITS 7 9 5 i 9o
MISSES 2 2 1 1 21
T129 SMLL MECIUM LARGE XLARGE NuNE
HITS 2 9 5 h 51
MISSES 3 2 1 60
T62 SPALL MECIUM LARGE aLARoE NONE
hITS 4 4 3 2 77
MISSES 6 7 3 2 40
Tc2 SPALL MECIUM LARGE XLARbE NONE
HITS 3 2 3 j 65
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